
  

Intra-Week ALERT for Wednesday – June 15, 2016 

“Brexit Brouhaha” 

As we enter the final week leading into the UK’s 

vote on Brexit, the markets are reinforcing the 

uncertainty being felt in Britain, the EU, and around 

the globe.  Gold is surging (as is Bitcoin) - 

corroborating the cycles peaking during the middle 

half of June - as global Indices have sold off and 

turned short-term trends down.  

Regardless of the Brexit vote outcome, cycles 

continue to project yet another crisis for the British 

Pound - following the 8-Year Cycle that pinpointed 

UK currency debacles in 1968, 1976, 1984, 1992, 

2000 & 2008.  [See June ’16 INSIIDE Track]… 

In each case, the final low was in the ensuing 

year (1985, 1993, 2001 & 2009) - following dramatic 

declines - creating a delayed 8-Year Cycle that projects 

a final British Pound low in 2017. 

And then there’s the FTSE that set descending 

highs in April 2015 & April 2016 and has already 

created an outside-month to the downside.  Any 

additional uncertainty could accelerate those declines.  

Meanwhile… 

Stock Indices (US) are steadily validating the 

potential for an intermediate peak in the first half of 

June… and remain vulnerable to a sharp drop into 

late-June--early-July (~5 months from the late-

Jan./early-Feb. lows - that were ~5 months from the 

preceding late-Aug./early-Sept. ’15 lows). 

The DJ Transports are again leading the way and 

looking like they could enter an accelerated decline in 

the coming week(s).  The same is true of the DJIA as 

these Indices move through the most vulnerable period 

of their latest ~5-month cycle… the last couple weeks. 

That is when the sharpest drops (often 80% of an 

overall decline) have been seen.  Just as in Jan. ’16 & 

Aug. ’15, the Indices are positioned to where they 

could see a sharp 2--3 week sell-off to culminate the 

latest cycle.   

There remain several Indices that waited until 

early-Feb. to set their previous lows, so this decline 

still has the potential to stretch into July (~5 months 

later) before bottoming. 

Corroborating this, and allowing 1 or 2 Indices to 

spike higher in early-June, the Russell 2000 has 

perpetuated a very consistent 6-month/~180-degree 

cycle that includes a high (monthly close) in June ’14, 

& ensuing highs in Dec. ’14, June & Dec. ’15.   

It also completed a 50% rebound in time 

(rebounding for 4 months after an 8-month decline) as 

all the Indices fulfilled the weekly LHR indicator.   

Almost all of the Indices are primed for an 

accelerated decline - reinforced by key signals on 

today’s close… 

1--3 & 3--6 month traders & investors could have 

re-entered the short side of Stock Indices at 17,912--

18,016/DJIA, 2077.5--2105.25/ES & 4378--4545/NQ 

and should [reserved for subscribers only; watch 
events of June 20--24th for critical confirmation]…. 

    (continued on page 2) 
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Intra-Week ALERT for Wednesday – June 15, 2016 

“Brexit Brouhaha” 

Bonds & Notes remain on track for an overall 

advance…a high in mid-to-late-June would increase 

the potential for a subsequent high in mid-to-late-Dec. 

2016 - what remains as the ideal time (within 1--2 

weeks) for a Major, multi-year peak… arriving 6 

months/~180 degrees from this latest (potential) peak. 

The uncertainty regarding Brexit, combined with 

weakening economic numbers, are providing the final 

fundamental corroboration to technical & cyclical 

analysis that was already in place.  [See June ’16 
INSIIDE Track for analysis on an impending crisis in 
Britain, that could be accelerated by a Brexit.]   

The weekly & intra-year trends remain solidly up, 

reinforcing this overall outlook and the potential for an 

impending peak (around mid-year)…this surge could 

easily stretch into next week...   

On a continuous-contract basis, the most 

important levels of resistance remain at 170-26/US & 

133-01/TY, the early-2016 highs.  Ultimately, Bonds 

& Notes need to exceed these levels to extend their 

overall advances.  

The Dollar Index remains above the lows set in 

early-May ’16… 2 years from the decisive low of 

early-May ’14, 1 year from the early-May ‘15 low 

weekly close & 5 years from the early-May ‘11 

bottom. 

It set an initial rebound high in line with a 

geometric cycle, ~90 degrees from the early-March 

peak & ~180 degrees from the early-Dec. peak. That 

recent high projects cycle focus to [reserved for 
subscribers only]…  A second advance should then 

follow.  

The Euro rebounded .618 of its previous decline  

(and to monthly resistance) & reversed lower, 

eventually turning its daily trend down.  That could 

spur a reactive 1--3 day bounce before another drop… 

Gold & Silver continue to rally after fulfilling 

the 2--4 week potential for a pullback into late-May 

and down to 1190--1200.0/GCQ & 15.90/SIN.   

They turned their daily trends up, extending these 

surges and targeting a continued rally into intermediate 

cycles in Gold.  As described while anticipating a 

multi-week peak in late-April, Gold was then focused 

on the weeks surrounding mid-June for a more 

significant & subsequent peak.   

As stated on April 11
th
, a high in late-April would 

come at “…the mid-point of the current ~90-degree 

high-high cycle - separating the mid-March peak with 

an expected mid-June peak…The middle half of June 

2016 is the next phase of a related ~90-degree low-

high-high Cycle Progression that also includes the 

mid-Dec. low.”   

Gold has now entered that time frame - the 

‘middle half of June’…  

3--6 month & 6--12 month traders and investors 

should be holding partial (~50%) long positions in 

Gold & Silver from mid-Dec. (~1046--1076/GC & 

13.62--13.88/SIH).  Hold these until [reserved for 
subscribers only;  

See Golden Year publications for details 
regarding Gold analysis projecting an initial ~6-
month surge to begin 2016… that could culminate 
by/on June 23/24th - the end of the ‘middle half of 
June’.  Could Brexit trigger a blow-off peak??]. 

    (continued on page 3) 
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“Brexit Brouhaha” 

Soybeans, Corn & Wheat surged into the first 

half of June - 1 week (normal margin of error) after 

Soybeans cycles peaked and precisely when Corn & 

Wheat cycles & timing indicators projected a blow-off 

high.  It would take a daily close below 1146.5/SN to 

turn the daily trend down in Soybeans and confirm a 2-

-4 week (minimum) top. 

If confirmed, that should spur a correction into 

late-June/early-July 2016 - the next phase of a ~90-

degree/3-month high-high-low-low-low Cycle 

Progression in Corn.  

Crude Oil, Unleaded Gas & Heating Oil have 

turned their daily trends down, increasing the potential 

for a drop into June 20--24
th

, the next phase of an 11-

week high-low-low-(low?) Cycle Progression.  A low 

during that week - or the following week - would also 

perpetuate a 21--23 week low-low-low-(low) Cycle 

Progression & could take hold at ~43.00--44.00/CLQ. 

The markets are reacting to Brexit Brouhaha 
and seem to be indicating that a Brexit is in the 
cards.  The British Pound (see June 2016 INSIIDE 
Track) remains on a track for a crisis in 2016/2017 - a 
possibility that is more in line with the potential for 
Britain to leave the EU and spur panic selling. 

In addition, commodities (grains, oil markets, 
softs, etc.), stock Indices & the Euro are all 
projecting another sell-off in the coming weeks… 
even as the Dollar is bottoming, Bonds & Notes are 
poised for further spike highs while Gold could 
extend its gains into as late as June 23/24th. 

Traders should keep in mind, however, that 
Brexit is likely to only be a precursor to more 
amplified problems - with several cycles focusing on 
a specific month, later in 2016.  See 8-Year Cycle 
analysis for more details. 
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